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SATB Combo C

That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m
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Ooh that man is like a flame
and ooh that man plays me like a game
my only sin is I can't win
osh — I wanna love that man

That Man 7
SATB Combo C
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That Man 9
SATB Combo C
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2 That Man
SATB Combo Bb

Verse 1

I'm in a little bit of 

Handclap on 2 and 4

Handclap on 2 and 4
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4 That Man
SATB Combo Bb

Chorus I 4 Hand dismay on 2 and 4
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8 That Man
SATB Combo Bb

Chorus J
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10 That Man
SATB Combo Bb

Chorus 4

Ooh that man is like a flame and ooh that man plays me like a game
my only sin is I can't non-oh-oh I non-na love that man

Ooh that man is like a flame and ooh that man plays me like a game
my only sin is I can't non-oh-oh I non-na love that man

Ooh that man is like a flame and ooh that man plays me like a game
she can't win cause ooh she's non-na love that man

Ooh that man is like a flame and ooh that man plays me like a game
she can't win cause ooh she's non-na love that man
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That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m
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That Man 3
SATB Combo Eb
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That Man 7
SATB Combo Eb

Chorus 2
Handclap on 2 and 4

S
Am5 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9

A
Am5 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9

T
Am5 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9

B
Am5 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9

Eb
Am5 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9
Am6 E/B Am5 E/B A7m/C E7m9

P.A

Synth
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Bass
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Perc.
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Verse 1
Handclap on 2 and 4

Stop Handclap

Demo Version
SATB 4 extra staves

12 That Man
Handclap on 2 and 4

Chorus 4

Stop Handclap
That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

SATB small Combo

Jazz $\frac{1}{4} = 200$
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That Man 3
SATB small Combo
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25
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Gr.
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Perc.

ha-zy I think I bet-ter sit____ down cause like the sweetest se-re-nade bet he knows he's got it made with me

ha-zy I think I bet-ter sit____ down cause like the sweetest se-re-nade bet he knows he's got it made with me

dm dm dm dm dm____ dm bet-ter sit____ down yeah dm dm dm dm dm____
dm dm dm dm dm____ dm bet-ter sit____ down yeah dm dm dm dm dm____
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That Man 7
SATB small Combo

my ba-by fits the des-
where
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I wanna love that man
Ooh that man is on my list
Coda

On ly sin is I can't win
Ooh I wanna love that man
pa-ba-dauw du-dap

On ly sin is I can't win
Ooh I wanna love that man
pa-ba-dauw du-dap

She can't win cause ooh
She's gonna love that man
pa-ba-dauw du-dap

That Man 13
SATB small Combo
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That Man 3
That Man

SATB small Combo extra staves

That Man 5
Like a game that man plays me like a flame and one... 

Ooh that man is keeps on fin' din' me...

Like a game my must be lost and he...

That Man 9
That Man 1
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SATB small Combo extra staves

Demo Version
4 That Man
SATB Piano advanced

Interlude 2
Stop Handclap

Verse 2
Handclap on 2 and 4
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I am gonna find that man
I am gonna find that man
I am gonna find that man
I am gonna find that man
I just wanna love that man!
I just wanna love that man!
I just wanna love that man!
I just wanna love that man!
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2 That Man
SATB Piano moderated

Verse 1
Handclap on 2 and 4

Trouble and I'm in real deep from the beginning to the end he was no more than a friend to me
dm dm dm dm in real deep yeah dm dm dm dm_

A \m E/B A^m/C E^7 A\m E/B A^m/C E^7 A\m E/B A^m/C E^7

Interlude 1
Stop Handclap

Sweetest serenade bet he knows he's got it made with me
Twisting round on a carousel this
dm dm dm dm with me

A \m E/B A^m/C E^7 A\m E/B A^m/C E^7 D^m
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4 That Man
SATB Piano moderated

Interlude 2
Stop Handclap

Verse 2
Handclap on 2 and 4
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10 That Man
SATB Piano moderated

I am gonna find that man, pa-ba-dauw, du-dap, pa-ba-dauw.

I am gonna find that man, pa-ba-dauwdu-dap, I just wanna love that man!

I am gonna find that man, pa-ba-dauw, du-dap, pa-ba-dauw du-dap, I just wanna love that man!

I am gonna find that man, pa-ba-dauw, du-dap, pa-ba-dauw du-dap, I just wanna love that man!
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2 That Man
SATB

Verse 1
Handclap on 2 and 4

Trouble and I'm in real deep from the back of the bus.

I'm in real deep yeah from the back of the bus.

I'm in real deep yeah from the back of the bus.

I'm in real deep yeah from the back of the bus.

I'm in real deep yeah from the back of the bus.

I'm in real deep yeah from the back of the bus.

Handclap on 2 and 4

Hazy I think I better sit down cause like the

Hazy I think I better sit down cause like the

Hazy I think I better sit down cause like the

Hazy I think I better sit down cause like the

Hazy I think I better sit down cause like the

Hazy I think I better sit down cause like the
Ooh that man is like a flame and ooh that man plays me like a game my

she can't win cause ooh she's gon-na love him

Ooh that man is on my list and ooh that man I wan-na kiss my

Ooh that man is on my list and ooh that man I wan-na kiss my

Ooh that man is on my list and ooh that man I wan-na kiss my
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8 That Man
SATB

Chorus 3
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Interlude 4
Handclap on 2 and 4

 Solo

I'm gon-na find that man
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Ooh that man is on my list and ooh that man I wanna kiss my

only sin is I can't win ooh I wanna love that man

she can't win cause ooh she's gonna love that

Coda

man pa-ba-dauw du-dap man pa-ba-dauw du-dap
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C Instrument

That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Jazz $= 200

Intro

Verse 1

Interlude 1

Chorus 1

Interlude 2

Verse 2

Interlude 3

Chorus 2
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That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Bb Instrument

Jazz = 200

Intro

Verse 1

Interlude 1

Chorus 1

Interlude 2

Verse 2

Interlude 3

Chorus 2
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That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Eb Instrument

Jazz = 200

Intro

Verse 1

Interlude 1

Chorus 1

Interlude 2

Verse 2

Interlude 3

Chorus 2
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Interlude 3

Dm7/B

Chorus 2

Am6 E7/B Am/C E7b9 Am6 E7/B Am/C E7b9

Am6 E7/B Am/C E7b9 Am6 E7/B Am/C E7b9

Am6 E7/B Am/C E7b9 Am6 E7/B Am/C E7b9
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That Man 7
Piano Advanced

Chorus 4
Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9  Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9

Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9  Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9

Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9  Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9

Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9  Am6  E7/B  A7/C  E7b9
That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Jazz \( \frac{j}{=200} \)

Intro

\[ \text{Am} \quad \text{E}^7/\text{B} \quad \text{Am}^m/\text{C} \quad \text{E}^7 \quad \text{Am} \quad \text{E}^7/\text{B} \quad \text{Am}^m/\text{C} \quad \text{E}^7 \]
That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Jazz q = 200

Intro

Brass section

Bariton Sax.

Verse 1

Interlude 1

Chorus 1
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2 That Man
Guitar

Interlude 1
\[Dm^7/B\]

Chorus 1
\[Am6\]  \[E^7/B\]  \[A^m/C\]  \[E7b9\]  \[Am6\]  \[E^7/B\]  \[A^m/C\]  \[E7b9\]

Interlude 2
\[Am6\]  \[E^7/B\]  \[A^m/C\]  \[E7b9\]  \[Am6\]  \[E^7/B\]  \[A^m/C\]  \[E7b9\]
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Bass Guitar

That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Jazz q = 200

Intro

Verse 1

Interlude 1

Chorus 1

Verse 2

Interlude 2
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That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m
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I'm in a little bit of trouble and I'm in real deep

from the beginning to the end he was no more than a friend to me

the thought is making me hazy I think I better sit down

cause like the sweetest serenade but he

knows he's got it made with me
That Man 3

Verse 2

Now it's like I'm on a mission
headed everywhere
and if it takes a little long
and it feels a little wrong
who cares?

my baby fits the description
and does it easily

a little Gal·le some As·ta·ire when he dances
I can hardly breathe

Interlude 3

someone call a doctor
need some help to rescue me
one

second I'm thinkin' I must be lost
and he keeps on findin' me
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That Man 5

Interlude 4

He girl where will you find that man ooh I'm gon-na find that man

Solo

Dm7/B

He girl where will you find that man I bet you I'm gon-na find that man

Solo

Dm7/B

He girl where will you find that man ooh I'm gon-na find that man

Chorus 4

Ooh that man is like a flame and ooh that man plays me like a game my

Only sin is I can't win ooh I wan-na love that man
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That Man

Words and Music by
Vince Degiorgio & David Schreurs
Arranged by Hans Reintjes
Original Key G#m

Jazz q = 200

Intro

Verse 1

Interlude 1

Demo Version
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